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Keune offers Bond Fusion. A premium bond boost service, that doesn’t only 
boost your confidence, but provides strong and healthy hair by creating new 
bonds and protecting the inner structure of the hair. Continuously. 

ULTIMATE STRENGTHENING 
Guarantees hair up to twice as strong compared to hair treated without  
Bond Fusion.

CONTINUOUSLY CONDITIONING 
Up to 5 times more long-lasting conditioning*.

With the introduction of Bond Fusion, we reinvented the category and have 
proven added value compared to other products in the market. 

FOR WHO IS IT?
 
Keune Bond Fusion can be used with:
• All color- and lifting services
• With a hair straightener or rebonding system
• Perm treatments
• As a stand-alone anti-damage treatment

Keune Bond Fusion is a multi-purpose system. However, you'll probably mostly 
use it with color- or lifting treatments to give hair extra nourishment during the 
process. Lastly, Bond Fusion is compatible with all hair types – Caucasian,  
Asian. African, previously colored or chemically processed, and virgin hair.

This revolutionary system is a premium treatment that allows clients to go lighter and brighter 
without compromising the integrity of their hair.

HAIR STRUCTURE
Hair consists of more than 90% of (keratin) proteins. These can be found in the closely packed 
cells inside the hair strand (cortex), as well as in the outer layer of the strand (cuticle). These cells 
are made up of even smaller structures. Inside the cortex, starting at macrofibril and zooming in 
to microfibril, you ultimately end up at smallest molecule, the keratin chain (see blue arrow).

BOND FUSION

WHAT  
IS IT?

HOW DOES 
IT WORK?

*vs key competitor benchmark

Micro fibril Medulla CMC CuticlePigmentsCortexFibrils
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Hair keratin is unique because it’s made of a large number of sulfur (S) 
containing amino acid units, so-called cysteine. Unlike other amino acids, 
cysteine is able to form strong links between two keratin chains. These links 
are also known as disulfide bonds (S-S).

These disulfide bonds are essential for the strength, elasticity and shape of the  
hair and can only be broken by chemical treatments (like color-, lifting-, perm-  
or straightening treatments). 

PROTEIN FUSION SYSTEM
The Protein Fusion System is made of two types of hair-identical proteins, Hydrolyzed 
Keratin* & Cocodimonium Hydroxypropyl Hydrolyzed Keratin*. These hair-identical 
proteins rebuild, strengthen, reduce breakage and restore elasticity. 

During chemical treatments, this Protein Fusion System creates new bonds, making  
the hair stronger and conditioning it thoroughly. The conditioning effect is extremely 
long-lasting.

What makes the conditioning effect so long-lasting is Polyacrylamidopropyltrimonium 
Chloride* , an active ingredient that creates a seal around each hair strand found in 
Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer and Phase 3 – Bond Recharger.

Working with Bond Fusion is easy. There are three steps: Build, Enhance,  
and Recharge.

1. Phase 1 - Bond Builder 
Keune Phase 1 - Bond Builder creates new bonds and protects the inner 
structure of hair, resulting in stronger and more conditioned hair. You simply 
add the Phase 1 - Bond Builder to your color or lifting mixture —it’s that easy.

2. Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer
This deeply nourishing and restoring treatment enhances the created 
bonds by creating a seal to ensure long-lasting conditioning, without the 
use of silicons. The active ingredient within Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer 
(Polyacrylamidopropyltrimonium Chloride*) is a polymer able to create a 
protective layer all over the hair shaft, providing a long-lasting conditioning 
effect. Just apply the Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer from root to lengths after rinsing 
the color. Leave in for at least 5 minutes, then rinse thoroughly. 

3. Phase 3 - Bond Recharger
Your clients can keep their freshly color-treated hair strong and conditioned 
until long after their salon visit. This nourishing and recharging treatment, based 
on the same active ingredient as in Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer, is specially 
created for home use and prolongs the effect of the Bond Fusion treatment.

KERATIN  

IN HAIR

KERATIN  

IN HAIR
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Proteins create new bonds

Long-lasting conditioning effect

*Ingredients are also on the packaging. *
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HOW TO USE
Bond Fusion can be used with various coloring techniques, all forming treatments and as a stand-alone 
anti-damage treatment.

AMOUNT TO USE
The amount of Bond Fusion Phase 1 – Bond Enhancer to use is always calculated on the total  
amount of mixture color/lifting product + Developer. So for example;

-  60 g hair color + 60 g Developer = 120 g total mixture. Add 6 ml/g of Phase 1 - Bond Builder
-  40 g lifting powder + 60 g Developer = 100 g total mixture. Add 5 ml/g of Phase 1 - Bond Builder

COLOR- OR LIFTING TREATMENT
For lifting treatments with ultimate lifting, increase the Developer one full volume of Developer 
strength. Example: 10 vol (3%) to 20 vol. (6%), et cetera. When less lifting is needed, you don’t 
have to increase the % volume of Developer. Important note: do not increase the Developer 
strength for scalp bleach.
1.  Prepare the color- or lightening mixture as usual, following the directions and precautions as 

written in the instruction manual of the color or lightening system.
2.  Add 1ml/g Phase 1 - Bond Builder per 20 g of color- mix* or lifting powder mix** 

(including Developer). Apply the mixture and process as usual. Rinse thoroughly and 
shampoo the hair.

3. If proceeding with toner, apply and process. Rinse thoroughly and towel dry the hair.
4.  Apply a suitable quantity of Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer from roots to ends, depending on the 

length of the hair. Leave in for a minimum of 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
5. Use Phase 3 - Bond Recharger once a week to recharge the hair. 

Total amount mixture:    How much Phase 1 –  
Color/lifting product   Bond Builder to add  
+ Developer  in the mixture: 
 

20 g  1 ml/g

30 g  1.5 ml/g

40 g   2 ml/g

50 g  2.5 ml/g

60 g   3 ml/g

70 g  3.5 ml/g

80 g  4 ml/g

90 g  4.5 ml/g

100 g  5 ml/g

110 g  5.5 ml/g
120 g   6 ml/g

STAND-ALONE ANTI-DAMAGE TREATMENT
1. Mix 4ml/ Phase 1 - Bond Builder with 8ml/g Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer.
2. Apply the mixture, focusing on mid-lengths and ends.
3. Process for 10 minutes.
4. Rinse the hair thoroughly.

PERM TREATMENT
1.  Apply the Perm Lotion as usual, following the directions and precautions as written in the 

instruction manual of the Perm system.
2. Mix 12ml/g Phase 1 - Bond Builder with 120ml/g Neutralizer.
3. Neutralize as usual.
4. Rinse the hair thoroughly.

STRAIGHTENING TREATMENT
1.  Apply the Hair Straightener Cream (step 1) as usual, following the directions and precautions 

as written in the instruction manual of the Hair Straightening or Rebonding system.
2. Rinse the straightening cream and towel dry the hair.
3.  Massage 12ml/g Phase 1 - Bond Builder directly onto the hair (amount is based on  

normal length hair).
4. Leave in for 10 minutes and then rinse out. 
5.  If using a Rebonding system, blow dry and flat iron according to the directions of the system.
6.  Apply the Neutralizer and continue the process in line with the directions of the straightening 

or Rebonding system.
7.  Apply a suitable quantity of Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer, focusing on the mid-lengths and ends, 

depending on the length of the hair. Leave in for a minimum of 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
8. Use Phase 3 – Bond Recharger once a week to recharge the hair.
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OLAPLEX FIBREPLEX BOND FUSION

ACTIVE 
INGREDIENT

Bis-Aminopropyl Diglycol Dimaleate, 
which forms bonds with the sulfurs

'Bodyguard' molecule, which actively 
protects the hair from damaging 

2 types of hair-identical proteins, 
which rebuild, strengthen, return 
elasticity and reduce breakage in  
the hair

STEPS •  Phase 1 is added to the coloring 
product

•  After rinsing (no shampoo),  
apply phase 2 and leave on  
for 10-20 minutes

•  Rinse and follow with shampoo, 
conditioner and style as desired

•  Phase 3 for home use  
(once a week)

•  Phase 1 is added to the coloring 
product

•  After shampooing, apply  
phase 2 and leave on for  
5-10 minutes

• Rinse and style as desired
•  Phase 3 for home use  

(twice a week)

•  Phase 1 is added to the  
coloring product

•  After shampooing, apply Phase 2 
and leave on for at least 5 minutes

•  Rinse and style as desired 
•  Phase 3 form home use  

(once a week)

CLAIM(S) / 
TECHNOLOGY

Insurance for your client's hair, 
one ingredient changes everything

Minimizing hair breakage by up to 
94%* 
We’ve tested these products and 
the testresults of Fibreplex cannot be 
matched. We’ve compared Bond 
Fusion and Fibreplex, and Bond Fusion 
guarantees 42% less hair breakage 
reduction, compared to Fibreplex.

•  Up to 5 times more long-lasting 
conditioning*  –  continuously! 
vs. key competitor benchmark

•    Hair is twice as combable* 
After a bleaching process

•   Up to 43% less hair breakage.  
After 1000 combing strokes

PATENT Patent on the ingredient:  bis-
aminopropyl diglycol dimaleate.
No patent on the system

No patent No patent

PROMISE A single ingredient chemistry, free 
of silicones or oils, that links broken 
bonds in the hair during and after 
chemical services, making them 
stronger than they were before.

Protects against hair damage (not from 
the inside out, only on the outside), 
by adding a protective layer around 
the hair

ULTIMATE STRENGTHENING 
Guarantees hair up to twice as strong 
compared to chemically processed 
hair without Bond Fusion

CONTINUOUSLY CONDITIONING 
Up to 5 times more long-lasting 
conditioning* 
* vs key competitor benchmark

PRICE *** ** *

DEVELOPER % Developer must be increased one 
full volume

No need to increase the Developer 
strength

% Developer must be increased one 
full volume. Not necessary when less 
lifting is needed

DIS ADVANTAGES • 10 minutes longer processing time
•  Different usage amounts with 

different coloring techniques = 
confusing

• Expensive

•  Product doesn’t work on the inside 
of the hair

•  Different usage amounts with 
different coloring techniques = 
confusing

•  Expensive

WHY SHOULD 
BOND FUSION  
BE USED?

• Better quality for a better price
•  Bond Fusion works from the inside out, rebuilds the broken sulfur bonds and adding proteins to the inside of the strand. 

Many others brands only focus on the outside of the hair
• No longer processing time compared to others in the market
• Very clear usage amounts (always 1ml per 20g color / lifting powder + Developer)

COMPARISON TO MARKET

Sure, there are other bond multipliers out there. We promise that Bond Fusion is better than 
any other bond boosting treatment, leaving hair up to five times longer conditioned after five 
washes. Tresses are left twice as strong compared to chemically processed hair without Bond 
Fusion. After bleaching, hair is twice as combable compared to the key competitor, and there 
is 43% less hair breakage. And the processing time? That remains the same. Bond Fusion can 
be used with any known salon chemical service, irrespective of type or brand, and on its own 
as a damage-repairing treatment.
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APPLICATION 

If going for a back-to-back application together with Bond Fusion, when should I apply step 2?  
Bond Fusion Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer should always be the final step at the end of the service. Please 
follow the standard directions for use.  

Is Bond Fusion suitable for use with So Pure Color or So Pure Lifting Powder?
Yes, you can easily mix Bond Fusion with all So Pure Color or Lifting products.

Is it possible to do 2 different processes (coloring and forming) in one day with Bond Fusion?
We don’t recommend this. The color should be applied at least 2 weeks after or 2 weeks before a 
forming process.

Can Bond Fusion Phase 1 – Bond Builder be used both in a lifting treatment and toning service after?
If the hair quality is very compromised, Bond Fusion Phase 1 – Bond Builder can be added in both lifting- 
and toning services. Then, use Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer as the final step at the end of the service.

Can Bond Fusion be used within foils?
Yes, Bond Fusion can be used in combination with foils. 

Could Bond fusion be used on hair extensions? 
Yes, Bond Fusion is compatible with all types of hair extensions.

Does Bond Fusion work on curly, course and ethnic hair?
Yes, Bond Fusion works on all hair types.

DEVELOPER STRENGTH & PROCESSING TIME 

For which type of products do I have to increase the % volume of the Developer?
You should increase the Developer % volume with all lifting powders and creams containing persulfates, 
such as Cream Bleach, Magic Blonde,Tinta Color 3000 series, So Pure Blonde Lift Powder and So Pure 
3000 series. For other color shades you do not have to increase the % of the Developer.

Is it always necessary to use a higher % volume of Developer with the Bond Fusion treatment?
When less lifting is needed, you don’t have to increase the % volume of Developer. For example when 
using a bleach wash or lifting only 1 or 2 shades. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

Does the fact that you need to increase the Developer strength (for lifting treatments and 3000 series) mean fine 
hair is at a disadvantage?

The benefits of Bond Fusion when used on treated and damaged hair are considerably stronger 
compared to treating hair without Bond Fusion. So even if you have to increase the Developer strength, 
the results will be great.

 
Can Bond Fusion be used in combination with 12% Developer strength?

Yes, Bond Fusion can also be used with 12% Developer.

Does the normal lifting processing time change if you are using Bond Fusion?
No, Bond Fusion does not affect the processing time. 

ANTI-DAMAGE TREATMENT 

Can Bond Fusion be used as in-salon strengthening treatment? 
Yes, Bond Fusion system can also be used as a “Stand Alone Anti-Damage Treatment” 
Mix 4ml/ Phase 1 - Bond Builder with 8ml/g Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer (quantity is based on middle long hair)
Apply the mixture, focusing on mid-lengths and ends
Process for 10 minutes and rinse thoroughly
This treatment is indicated for really damaged hair that needs extra care.

Should the hair be shampooed before the anti-damage treatment and which shampoo is advised?
The anti-damage treatment is applied on damp hair. If desired, a quick shampoo could be done before 
treating.

Can the anti-damage treatment be done before a color treatment?
The anti-damage treatment is unrelated to the color process. If you are color treating, then use Bond 
Fusion in the standard way (added into the color mixture + phase 2 – Bond Enhancer).

How often can an anti-damage treatment be repeated?
The treatment can be repeated again if the hair requires additional protection. The usage frequency 
depends on the condition of the hair. 
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GENERAL 

Would the long-lasting conditioning effect have an influence on weighing down the hair?
Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer and Phase 3 – Bond Recharger are specifically developed in order to achieve 
an extremely long-lasting conditioning effect without being heavy, even in fine hair.

Why is Bond Fusion better than the other competitors? What makes it special?
Bond Fusion is special because it really works. The unique protein fusion system bonds, builds, and boosts 
the inner hair structure. The technology behind the Bond Fusion system has been intensely researched, 
thoroughly tested in labs, and studied in many salons all over the world.  

Could rinsing a toner without shampoo somehow affect the performance of Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer when 
applied as the next step?  

No, the performance of Bond Fusion Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer is not influenced by the use of an After 
Color Shampoo. Even if you just rinse the toner without shampooing, the results will be the same and the 
service won’t be affected. 

Keune Tinta Color is said to be the most conditioning color service. Why should I add Bond Fusion? 
Tinta Color is conditioning but it’s not a conditioning treatment. Color services using Keune products are 
very caring, but they are still chemical processes. With the incorporation of Bond Fusion you will reach an 
unexpected level of nourishment and strength. 
 

What are the advantages of using Bond Fusion Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer instead of Tinta After Color 
Balsam?

Tinta After Color Balsam is a regular conditioner applied after a color or bleaching process. It helps to 
make feel the hair smoother and softer, but it lacks a long-lasting conditioning effect. 
Bond Fusion Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer repairs the hair after a color treatment, making it feel softer and 
more conditioned. It also has a superior long-lasting conditioning effect, perceivable by the client at home 
after the salon visit.

If people choose not to buy Phase 3 – Bond Recharger, how long will the Bond Fusion salon treatment keep 
the hair conditioned?

As tested in the Keune laboratory, the long-lasting conditioning effect of Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer will 
keep for at least 5 washes with one single product application. So the conditioning effect of the Bond 
Fusion treatment can be felt in the hair for about 2 weeks after the salon visit. Of course these results 
depend on the hair type, the quantity of product applied, etc.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS 

Do you have proof of hair not getting weighed down after using Bond Fusion?
The active ingredients in Bond Fusion have been specifically designed to restore the hydrophobicity of 
hair to levels similar to a virgin state without buildup. The hair feels light and airy, which stays even after 
several washes.

Does Bond Fusion contain sulfates or parabens?
No, Bond Fusion does not contain parabens or sulfates. 

What is the level of PH within the Bond Fusion products?
The PH level of all Bond Fusion products is between 4.5 and 5.5.

 
Which bonds are boosted while using Bond Fusion?

All types of bonds play a role in Bond Fusion: disulfide, salt and hydrogen bonds. In Bond Fusion 
the long-lasting effect is mainly related to the disulfide bonds. Besides that, the salt bonds made 
by the active ingredient in Bond Fusion Phase 2 – Bond Enhancer and Phase 3 – Bond Recharger 
(Polyacrylamidopropyltrimonium Chloride*) 
*Ingredients are also on the packaging 
 

How does Bond Fusion Phase 1 - Bond Builder work?
Polymers and proteins identical to those naturally found in the hair create new bonds and protect the inner 
structure of the hair. This results in stronger, more conditioned hair. You simply add Phase 1 - Bond Builder 
to your color or lifting mixture —it’s that easy.

How does Bond Fusion Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer work?
This deeply nourishing and restoring treatment enhances the newly formed bonds by creating a seal to 
ensure long-lasting conditioning. Just apply Phase 2 - Bond Enhancer from root to lengths after rinsing the 
color. Leave in for at least 5 minutes, then rinse thoroughly.

How does Bond Fusion Phase 3 - Bond Recharger work?
This nourishing and recharging treatment is specifically created for home use. It prolongs the effect of the 
Bond Fusion treatment. Apply once a week on towel-dried hair. Leave in for at least 5 minutes. Rinse, 
shampoo and condition.

Why should the hair be washed after the Bond Fusion Phase 3 – Bond Recharger treatment? Is it possible to 
use it as a conditioner at the end?

Phase 3 – Bond Recharger is a mask recharger treatment that requires at least 5 minutes, to deeply 
condition the hair, more than a standard conditioner would need.  

Can Phase 3 – Bond Recharger stay in the hair for a night?
Yes, we recommend this for extra nourishment.  

Does Phase 3 – Bond Recharger affect the next coloring treatment?
Due to the seal technology of Phase 3 – Bond Recharger, it is advisable to temporarily suspend the usage 
of Phase 3 – Bond Recharger one week before a color- or lifting treatment.
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